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Abstract. During the flyby of the spacecraftGiotto at
cometp/Halley Poyntingvectorsand Els'fisser
variables
havebeendeterminedto studywavepropagationdirections. The observedwavepropertiesare comparedwith
the theoreticallypredictedRH-, LH + and LH- wave
modes. Between 10:36 and 19:11 SCET on March 13,
1986 the predicteddominatingenergypropagationdirectionmostly corresponds
with the observedone. Only
between12:11 and 13:44SCET there is no agreement.
In this region the excitation of wavesis dominatedby
pick-upions which are not locally implantedionsin the
solar wind but have been picked-upoutsidethe plasma
regime studied, and whosefree energy is not already

Observations and theory
From the instability condition for the ion cyclotron

resonance
togetherwith the wavephasevelocityull w/kl] one obtainsfor the ring beamunstablewaves
[Thorneand Tsurutani,1987]

with Vre, the magneticfield alignedparticle velocity in

the plasmaframe,kll the wavevectoralongthe magnetic field B, w the positive wave frequency and f•i
the gyrofrequencyof the ions. n - 0,4-1, 4-2,... is a
multiplier of gyrofrequency.Only first order resonances
needbe considered.n - +1 describesright-hand polar-

used up.
Introduction
The

main

interaction

between

a comet

ized waves(RH mode)and n- -1 left-handpolarized
waves(LH mode). If the cometarypick-upionsmove

and the so-

in the solar wind frame back towards the Sun with ve-

lar wind is due to mass loading of the solar wind by
cometary ions. In the solar wind frame the newborn
cometary ions are at the local point of pick-up, implanted in the solar wind and interact resonantlywith
the generatedplasma waves. The mechanisminvolved
is the Doppler-shifted ion cyclotron resonance.
Due to the scatteringof the ionstowarda bispherical
distribution in the velocity space they lose energy in
the solar wind frame, which is available to the wave
spectrum. A comparisonindicatesthat the free energy
is not immediately releasedas wave energy. Pick-up
and isotropization is thus not an instantaneousprocess

locity
Vl•'_•v,•o.cos
a together
witha twocomponent
cold plasma model one obtain resonanceconditionsde-

pending
ontheangle
a - cos
-•I(v'•.
t•)/(v,•,.
B)l
between B and the solar wind velocity •,•o and on the

fieldalignedAlfv6n-MachnumberMA• -- v,•o.cosa/vA.
The generationdependsalsoon the observedheavy ion
mass(m+ - 18) and on the relativenumberdensityof

heavyions(r/+ "• 10-2). The following
modesarepossible'

One RH-

mode directed

towards the Sun and

two LH modes,onetowards(LH-) andoneawayfrom

the Sun(LH +) [Thorneand Tsurutani,1987].
[tfuddlestonand Johnstone,
1992].
In the cometary environment the conditionsof theThorneand Tsurutani[1987]haveprovideda descriporetically
predicted wave modesare as follows[e.g.
tion of wave generationprocesses
basedon local pick-up
Neubauer
et al., 1993]' for M.• > 1.25 there is the
conditions. In the present paper we shall comparetheo/•H- mode, always dominating for 300 _<a _<75ø; for
retical predictionswith energyflow considerationsfrom
MAr< 0.6 the LH- mode will be excited; the LH +
analysis of magnetic field and plasma observationsin
mode existsfor any MAr. Its wavegrowthrate is larger
the upstreamregionof cometp/Halley.
than that of the LH- mode, if both are excited, and
larger than that of the RH- mode, if a >_75ø.
Nowat Institut ffir Geophysik
madMeteorologie,
K51n.
To determinethe waveenergytransport from actual
observationsthe concept of Els'&sser
variables
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is used[ Tu et al., 1989]where5•7and 5• are the fiuc3O5
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tuations of the solar wind and Alfvknic velocity. The
energydensityof the two possibleAlfv•nic wavemodes
propagatingin oppositedirectionsis definedas Marsch

and Mangehey[1987]
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That is, if the ambient magneticfield B is directedout-

wardfromthe Sun,E + describes
the energydensityof

i

waves travelling away and E- of wavestravelling towards the Sun.

Another way •o determine the direction of the wave
energyflux, is via the Poyntingvector $, definedby

p0

where E is the fluctuating electricfield vector and b the
disturbancevector of the magneticfield B. If the backgroundmagneticfield B0 is parallel to the z-component
of a field aligned system and the frozen-in theorem is

valid,thePoyntinõ
fiu_x
efAlfv•nwaves
isalong
theambient maõnetic field B. Previousstudiesrevealedthat
fluctuations in the solar wind as well as in the upstream
region of comet p/Halley are predominantlyA1N•nic
fluctuations[Bavassanoand Bruno, 1989; Glassmeier
• lO3
½•al., 1989].
In our analysiswe use data from the •nagnetometer .• •02
O.OLO
and Johnstoneplasma analyserinstrumentson board of
Giotto. The data usedhave a temporal resolutionof 8 s.
0.001
The data are from the inbound leg upstreamfrom the
10

bowshock,between10:36and 19'11SCET (SpaceCraft
Event Time) on March 13, 1986. This corresponds
to
spacecraft distancesfrom the nucleusof ~ 3.3 to 1.2-

10ekm. To calculatethe specific
energydensities
Eñ
and the Poynting flux $, we usesmoothedcrossspectral
density estimates,performedon 512 samplepoints. The
time of each crossspectral density estimatesis the mid
time for each data subsetand the subsetsoverlapeach
other half. To ensurethat the senseof propagationof
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Figure 1. Shownarethe magnetic
fieldmagnitude
B,

the anglea, the MachnumberMA•, the signof/•.
v•, and the relativenumberdensityof the heavywater
groupions•)H2Oasa functionof time. One panelshows
the presenceof theoreticallypredictedRH-, LH + and
LH- wavesby presence
of arrows.In the sixth panel

are the specificenergydensities
E ñ shown.In fact of
the observation
expectedwavemodesare'signedby -9
E+ withrespect
to theSundoesnotchange
dependingand -. Another panel showsthe Alfv4nicpart of the
on the mean magneticfield direction,we use-B instead Poynting flux in a field aligned system. For further
of B if the radial componentof B0 is positivein HSE

explanations,see text.

system.

Fig. 1 displaysthe magnitudeof the magneticfield
B, the angle c•, the parallel Mach number MA• and

signof B. v•w. If sign(B-v•w) - +1 the directionof

the Poyntingflux $z for the frequencyrange3-60mHz.

This range is used becausethe cometary influenceon
the magneticfield is away from the Sun and vice versa wave properties is dominant for frequenciesabove the

for sign(B. v"•w)- -1. To calculatethe relativenum- gyrofrequency
of the watergroupions(~3 mHz).
ber densityof heavy water groupions•7H•O,we used
Theoretically the /•H- mode should be dominatthe modelof Huddleston½tal. [1990]to determinethe ing during the time intervals 10:36-11:34,11:42-11:52,
water group ion density along the inbound path. Another panel indicates the presenceof the theoretically

predictedRH-, LH + and LH- wavemodesby presenceof arrows. Arrows pointingfrom left to right are
parallel and arrowsfrom right to left are antiparallelto
Bo. Neubaueret al. [1993]havemadesimilarexaminations at comet P/Grigg-Skjellerup. The bolderarrows
have the largest wave groxvthrate, so this wave mode
is expectedto be dominating. Fig. 1 also displaysthe

12:11-13:44, 13:50-13:57, 14:24-14:50, 15:02-15:25,and
15:43-19:11 SCET.

At all other time intervals the LH +

mode is theoretically dominating. The LH- mode is
only excited in four short time intervals, but it is never
dominating.
These expectations may be compared with the observed specific energy densities. Until ~16:00 SCET

E + and E- are of the sameof magnitude.LaterEincreasesand E + staysat the samelevel. In the case

wavepropagation
awayfromthe
specific
energydensities
E+ andthe z-component
of E+ • E- oneexpects
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Sundominating.This is markedin the sixthpanelwith have a major influence on wave characteristics. Two
a "+". The caseE- > E + is vice versa. The "-" mode basically different situations are possible. First, local
is observed between 10:36 and 12'11, 14:41 and 15:25, wave propertiesare due to waveswhichhave beenpropand 16:00 and 19:11 SCET; and the "+" mode is ob- agated from outside into the plasma regime studied.
servedduringthe intervals12:11-14:41
and 15:25-16:00Second, wave propertiesare due to a local instability
SCET.
with the unstable pick-up ion distribution dominated
The observed"-" modesagreewith the theoretically by ions picked-up far away from the studied plasma

predicteddominatingRH- modes.The "+" modebe- regime and the locally picked-upions playing a minor
tween 15:25and 16:00SCET agreesalsowith the pre- role only. This impliesthat the local pick-up conditions
dicteddominatingLH + modeaswellas between13:44 as used in Fig. 1 are not those determining local wave
and 14:41 SCET.

But between 12'11 and 13:44 SCET

characteristics.

The first of these possibilitieswe do not considerany
further
due to a lack of suitable observations.However,
dicted dominating/•H- mode. The observedmain
propagationdirectionis awayand the predictedoneis if the non local plasma properties determine the local

the observed"+" mode does not agree with the pre-

the Sun.
wave properties, one must examine the changeof the
To compare the propagationdirectionwith respect angle a betweenthe non local point of pick-up and the
to the ambient magneticfield B0, the z-componentof local studied point. Therefore, several possibilitiesto
the Poyntingflux is shownin a field alignedsystem. explain the excitation of the observedLH + mode are
The shadedregion describesin Fig. i an energyflux givendependingon the order of the changeof a.
Between 12'11 and 13:44 SCET a is mainly between
antiparallelto B0 and the light oneparallelenergyflux.
10
ø
and 600, and accordingto the theory of Thorne
Betweenthe last light value(14:35SCET) andthe first
and
Tsuruiani[1987]RH- wavesare expected.Before
dark value (15:09 SCET) the directionof the Poyntand
afterwards,
a is larger than 75ø, thus a ring-type
ing flux reverses.Until ~14:45 SCET the energyflux
distribution
and
LH + wavesare expected,muchasobis parallel to B0 and afterwardsantiparallel. In the
time intervals 10:36-12'11 and 13:44-14:41 $CET the served. In Fig. 2 the water group ion phase density in
observedpropagationparallelto B0 agreeswith the the- the solarwind frame at 12:30SCET is shown[Coates
oreticallypredictedpropagationdirection(seeFig. 1). et al., 1989].The injectionpoint, indicatedby a star, is
After 14:45SCET the observedantiparallel propagation locatedat a ~ 45ø, but the measuredwater groupion
agreesmostlywith the arrowsof the dominatingmode phasespacedensitiesare observedfor 65ø _<a _<90ø.
from right to left, while between12'11and 13'44SCET Although the expecteddistributionis a beam, a ring
the observedparallel propagationdoesnot agreewith distributionis observed.Coateset al. [1989]indicate
towards

to the nucleuslargerthan 2.5-106km
the predictedantiparallelpropagation,muchasinferred that at distances
pitch
angle
scattering
is weak.
from the Els'•ser variable analysis.

That implies that the pick-up ion distribution seen
at
a given point is the result of cometary ions picked
The 12-11 - 13:44 SCET
event
up under conditions different than the local one. In
Between 12'11 and 13:44 SCET, that is at distances our particular case solar wind conditionsbefore 12:11
of ~2.9 to 2.5-106kin, noagreement
isfound.In thisre- SCET governedthe pick-up ion distribution. The older
giontheobservations
andtheorypredicted
modewould pick-up ions are implanted at a angle a larger than lo-

agree,if the theoretically
dominating
modewouldbe

the LH + mode rather than the/i•H- mode.
A closerlook at the observationsin this regionshows

Giotto JPA-IIS: 86/0'/2 12:30:•'/', I0 dists averaged

a clearlyvisiblewaveeventbetween12:20and 12:54
SCET. The periodof the event,~ 200s,is with the

watergroupion gyroperiod
[Acunaet al., 1986].A
minimum varianceanalysisand a wavemode analysis
indicatesin additionthat the propagationis almostpar-

allelto/• [Glassmeier
etal.,1995]
andpoints
away
from
the Sun. However,the characteristics
of this particular

waveeventagreewiththoseresulting
fromtheEls'&sser
variableand Poyntingflux analysis.
The theoreticalpredictionsare basedon the assumption that locally conditionsof waveexcitationare representativefor the excitedwavesobservedat that point.

This impliesthat localvaluesof a andMAr havebeen
usedto predictwavecharacteristics.
As discussed
by
Coatese! al. [1989]pitchangleisotropization
timesare Figure 2. The water group ion phasespacedensity

of the order of severalhours.Thus, we haveto question plot in the solar wind frame at 12:30 SCET averaged

our assumption
of localplasmaproperties
dominatingover 21 rain 20 sec. The rangeof theta givenin the plot
localwaveproperties
at all. It mightwellhappenthat is the rangeof a duringthis interval. The averagevalue
plasma
properties
awayfromthelocalobservation
point isshownby the star ( figurecourtesyfromA.J. Coates).
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cally observed. With a & 750 like in the region before 12'11 SCET, the theoretically predicted dominat-

ing wavemodeis the LH + mode,as observed.This
result may be used to derive information about the

bers of the experiment and ESA teams for the support of
the Giotto magnetometerand JPA experiments. The Giotto
magnetometer experiment was supported financially by the
German Bundesministeriumfiir Forschungund Technlogie

(BMFT) throughDARA andthe Johnstone
plasmaanalyser

pitch angleisotropization
time rp, too. If rp • 0, local wassupportedfinancially by the U.K. Scienceand Engineerplasma propertieswould governwave characteristics,ing ResearchCouncil. The work by KIIG was supportedby
whilerp >> 0 wouldresultin temporalvariations
with a travel grant from the DeutscheForschungsgemeinschaft.
time scalesr < rp causinginconsistencies
betweenobservedand locally predictedcharacteristics.
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